
Our Ref: 5010523 

25 March 2020 

Jack Wiltshire 

Strategic Planner 

Macedon Ranges Shire Council 

129 Mollison St 

KYNETON VIC 3444 

Dear Jack 

RE: MACEDON RANGES PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C126 

We refer to the Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme Amendment C126 currently on exhibition. 

EPA provided a response in accordance with Ministerial Direction 19 on 7 February 2020. As 

requested by Council, this response includes detailed advice for 12 Stawell St, Romsey and 40 Smith 

St, Macedon as well as consideration of the broader amendment. 

Our Understanding of the Proposal 

EPA understands the proposal is to rezone land within the municipality for the purpose of correcting 

errors and anomalies. 

Subsequent to our response in accordance with Ministerial Direction 19, EPA understands the 

proposals regarding 12 Stawell St, Romsey and 40 Smith St, Macedon have been removed from the 

amendment. 

Additionally, while it is not stated in the amendment documentation, we now note that land known as 

531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook is a closed landfill. We acknowledge that this advice was not provided to 

Council in our initial response under MD19. 

Closed Landfill – 531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook 

Landfill Gas 

Bullengarook Landfill operated under historical licence HS1027 from 1975 to 2002 accepting 

putrescible, solid inert and fill waste. 

Landfills have the potential to impact surrounding environment and community by discharging landfill 
gas for more than 30 years after they last accept waste. In the context of landfill gas, any building or 
structure is considered sensitive, because of the risk of explosion or asphyxiation. Consequently, use 
or development near landfills require specific consideration due to the potential for landfill gas risk as 
well as contamination of land and groundwater which can be present for many years after their closure. 
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The amendment proposes to rezone the land from Public Use Zone – Schedule 6 (PUZ6) to Public 

Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). Under the proposed zoning, there is a potential for 

recreational uses and structures to be established. 

 

Contaminated Land 

Landfills have a high potential for contamination according to Table 1 of the General Practice Note – 

Potentially Contaminated Land (PPN30). Uses permitted under the proposed zoning of the land would 

be considered Category B according to Table 2 in the PPN30 and therefore a site assessment would 

be required to determine if an audit is warranted. 

 

Council is reminded of the requirements of Ministerial Direction 1 which states: 

 

In preparing an amendment which would have the effect of allowing (whether or not subject to 

the grant of a permit) potentially contaminated land to be used for a sensitive use, agriculture 

or public open space, a planning authority must satisfy itself that the environmental 

conditions of that land are or will be suitable for that use. 

 

Ministerial Direction 1 further states that planning authorities are encouraged to contact EPA to discuss 

appropriate approaches in relation to open space. 

 

Recommendation 

 

EPA is concerned that the amendment may allow for public open space to be established without 

adequate consideration of the suitability of the intended use. 

 

Whilst the explanatory report notes that there is an Environmental Audit Overlay (EAO) on the site, it 

is important to note that under an EAO, the requirement for an audit is triggered only for sensitive uses 

as defined in Ministerial Direction 1. This includes residential uses, child care centres, pre-school 

centres or primary schools but does not include consideration of all structures or recreational uses 

which are sensitive to the risks associated with landfills such as landfill gas and contamination. 

 

EPA advises Council to consider a revision to the amendment, applying an additional planning control 

over the land to require an assessment of the landfill gas and contamination risk, prior to use or 

development of any intrusive structures or public open space. This may include an Environmental 

Significance Overlay or a Special Controls Overlay. 

 

If Council resolves to retain this site within the scope of the amendment, it is likely that EPA would 

have significant concerns regarding public health risk. For this reason, EPA wishes to remain engaged 

with Council on this matter and seeks to be heard in support of our submission. 

 

281 Pipers Creek Rd, Kyneton 

 

The explanatory report also notes that 281 Pipers Creek Rd, Kyneton has an EAO applied to the site. 

From the information available, it is unclear what was the potentially contaminating prior use of the 

site. The amendment proposes to rezone the land from Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) to 

PCRZ. 

 

EPA wishes to further discuss the historical use of the site with Council to determine if a similar risk 

profile applies as per 531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook. 

 

Summary  

 

EPA has concerns about the risks associated with the proposed rezoning of the closed landfill at 531 

Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook. EPA recommends Council further consider the risks posed by the closed 
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30 April 2020  

 

 

Jack Wiltshire  

Strategic Planner  

Macedon Ranges Shire Council  

129 Mollison St  

KYNETON VIC 3444  

 

 

Dear Jack  

 

RE: MACEDON RANGES PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C126  

 

We refer to the Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme Amendment C126.  

 

EPA provided a response to the exhibited amendment on 25 March 2020 (EPA Ref: 5010523). This 

response followed advice from EPA in accordance with Ministerial Direction 19 on 7 February 2020 

(EPA Ref: 5010314). This response detailed specific advice for land known as 12 Stawell St, Romsey 

and 40 Smith St, Macedon as requested by Council. EPA note that these have since been removed 

from the amendment. 

 

Subsequent to our submission to the exhibited amendment and a meeting held between Macedon 

Ranges Council and EPA on 20 April 2020, EPA consider it necessary to further clarify our position 

on the amendment. 

 

As discussed with council, EPA is concerned that in its current form, the amendment may allow 

uses,sensitive to  risks posed by potentially contaminating uses to be established.  This advice 

specifically relates to properties at 531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook and 281 Pipers Creek Rd, Kyneton.  

 

EPA recommends the following changes be made to the amendment prior to approval. If these 

changes are not made, EPA would not be in a position to support the amendment.  

 

Closed Landfill – 531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook  

 

Bullengarook Landfill operated at 531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook under historical licence HS1027 from 

1975 to 2002 accepting putrescible, solid inert and fill waste.  

 

The amendment proposes to rezone the land from Public Use Zone – Schedule 6 (PUZ6) to Public 

Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ). Under the proposed zoning, there is a potential for 

recreational uses and structures to be established which are sensitive to landfill gas and 

contamination. The risks associated with development on landfills are further discussed in our 

response dated 25 March 2020. 

 

EPA is concerned that the amendment may allow for public open space uses to be established 

without adequate consideration of risk and therefore the suitability of the intended use. Due to the 

complexities of developing on top of a landfill site, EPA recommends that an environmental audit, in 
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accordance with the Environment Protection Act 1970, is undertaken to determine the suitability of 

the land for these uses. 

 

Whilst the explanatory report notes that there is an Environmental Audit Overlay (EAO) on the site, 

it is important to note that under an EAO, the requirement for an audit is triggered only for sensitive 

uses as defined in Ministerial Direction 1. This includes residential uses, childcare centres, pre-

school centres or primary schools but does not include consideration of all structures or recreational 

uses which are sensitive to the risks associated with landfills such as landfill gas and contamination.  

 

Shooting Range – 281 Pipers Creek Rd, Kyneton  

 

It is now understood that 281 Pipers Creek Rd, Kyneton is an operating shooting range. It is 

understood that the land has previously been used for a Department of Defence weapons testing 

site and is currently used for a rifle range and a clay target shooting club. 

 

The amendment proposes to rezone the land from Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) to 

PCRZ. 

 

An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) (Environmental Management Plan – Bald Hill Reserve, 

Kyneton, July 2012), prepared by Atlas Ecology, describes the historical and existing use of the land. 

Regarding contamination, the EMP notes that the rifle club transitioned to using steel shot, rather 

than lead shot in 1993. Additionally, it is understood that clay target shooting has continued on the 

land, also known for its potential to contaminate soil. 

 

The EMP also references an audit undertaken on the land in 1990. It should be noted that EPA has 

not been able to confirm if an audit was completed for the site in 1990 and therefore does not have 

access any audit documentation. EPA requests Council look into their records and contact the site 

manager to try to find record of this assessment. 

 

Due to the risks known about the site, EPA recommends that the appropriate form of assessment, 

to determine the suitability of the land for public open space is an environmental audit, in accordance 

with the Environment Protection Act 1970.  

 

Similarly, to 531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook, the existing EAO on the land does not trigger the 

requirement for an audit for recreational uses which are sensitive to the risks associated with shooting 

ranges. 

 

Recommendations 

 

EPA requests Council consider revising the amendment to apply an additional planning control over 

531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook and 281 Pipers Creek Road, Kyneton. This control must require that 

an assessment of landfill gas (Bullengarook only) and contamination risk, is undertaken prior to the 

use or development of any intrusive structures or public open space. 

 

EPA supports Council in considering an alternative control to ensure that the requirement for an audit 

is captured for public open space uses. We understand that one such mechanism could be the 

inclusion of an incorporated plan in the schedule to the Public Conservation and Resource Zone. It 

is noted that this was suggested by Council in the meeting held on 20 April 2020.  

 
EPA has some additional comments and suggestions regarding capturing audit outcomes and the 
transition to the Environment Protection Act 2017. 
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Audit Conditions and Requirements 
 
It is important to note that where a Statement of Environmental Audit is issued, (rather than a 
Certificate of Environmental Audit which certifies the land is suitable for all beneficial uses), it usually 
contains one or more conditions. These conditions must be implemented for the site to be suitable 
for the proposed use.  
 
As a future use of the site may not require a planning permit, we recommend, (in addition to a 
condition requiring the audit itself), a condition is required to capture the outcomes of the audit. These 
conditions may include requirements for ongoing monitoring, normally enforced within a planning 
permit. Example conditions are provided in the General Practice Note – Potentially Contaminated 
Land, DSE, 2005, which read:  
 

1. Prior to the commencement of the use or buildings and works associated with the use (or 
the certification or issue of a statement of compliance under the Subdivision Act 1988) the 
applicant must provide: (a) A Certificate of Environmental Audit in accordance with Section 
53Y of the Environment Protection Act 1970; or (b) A Statement of Environmental Audit 
under Section 53Z of the Environment Protection Act 1970. A Statement must state that the 
site is suitable for the use and development allowed by this permit. 

 
2. All the conditions of the Statement of Environmental Audit must be complied with to the 

satisfaction of the responsible authority, prior to commencement of use of the site. Written 
confirmation of compliance must be provided by a suitably qualified environmental 
professional or other suitable person acceptable to the responsible authority. In addition, 
sign off must be in accordance with any requirements in the Statement conditions regarding 
verification of works.  

 
Where there are conditions on a Statement of Environmental Audit that require significant ongoing 
maintenance and/or monitoring, the following condition might also be used: 
 

3. The applicant must enter into a Section 173 Agreement under the Planning and Environment 
Act 1987. The Agreement must be executed on title prior to the commencement of the use 
and prior to the issue of a Statement of Compliance under the Subdivision Act 1987. The 
applicant must meet all costs associated with drafting and execution of the Agreement, 
including those incurred by the responsible authority. 

 
Transition to Environment Protection Act 2017 
 
It is possible that this planning scheme amendment will be approved, or the provisions acted on, 
after the new requirements of the Environment Protection Act 2017 come into force. There are 
provisions within the new Act that apply to the completion of an Environmental Audit which will 
replace the current provisions contained within the 1970 Act. EPA recommends the following 
additional note is added to consider this scenario: 
 

Where an Environmental Audit is required after the repeal of the Environment Protection Act 

1970, this shall be carried out in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Environment 

Protection Act 2017. 

 

Summary 

  

EPA has concerns about the risks to human health associated with the proposed rezoning of the 

closed landfill at 531 Hobbs Rd, Bullengarook and the shooting range at 281 Pipers Creek Rd, 

Kyneton. The amendment, in its current form, has the effect of allowing uses sensitive to the risks 

posed by the potentially contaminating uses, to be established without proper assessment of the 

suitability of that use. EPA recommends Council include additional planning controls in the 

amendment to manage the future use/development of the site.  
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EPA is willing to provide further comment on any proposed wording ahead of any panel proceedings.  

 

EPA recommends these changes be made to the amendment prior to approval. If these changes are 

not made, EPA would not support the amendment, and would seek to be heard in support of our 

submission. 

 

If you need additional information or assistance, please contact Kaylee Thompson, Senior Planning 

Officer on 1300 EPA VIC (1300 372 842), or at stratplan@epa.vic.gov.au.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

Trisha Brice  

Planning Team Lead (Strategic)  

Major Projects & Planning Unit  

EPA Victoria 





 

 

One main factor appeared, and was repeated that the Southside of the Railway Line would 

create the much needed Connector Road for the Northern Site to utilise and also needed to 

comply with the new subdivisions in a bushfire prone area, State planning requirements. 

 

If the Southern side of the railway line is changed from the MRSC Councillor’s decision on 

18/12/2013 to make both areas Priority Development sites, to…………… 

5. Amend Clause 21.13.-5 of the Municipal Strategic Statement to update the 

Riddells Creek “Strategic Framework Map- Insert” to amend the designation of 

land south of the railway line from ‘Priority Residential Development Precinct’ to 

‘Future Investigation Area’ consistent with the designation on the Riddells Creek 

Strategic Framework Map.  

If this was to happen then the Minister of Planning Richard Wynne MP decision may be 

placed certainly as negligence with a breach of duty of care and MRSC will most certainly be 

implicated in this negligence as well, 

 

As it was explained to me by the State Planning Department and Mr Robert Rorke Manager 

– Loddon Mallee Regional Planning Services Loddon Mallee region, that MRSC had to do a 

proper PSP for all of Riddells Creek after it completed the Riddells Creek Structure Plan 

“C100”. Then with this critical information would be able to do the localised PSP of a 

development site with the information to calculate Developer Contribution Plans and etc, 

that this site would impede on other infrastructure throughout Riddells Creek and its 

surrounding area. 

 

If the Southern area is not maintained in MRSC Framework as a Priority Development Site 

for Residential it will generate extra cost in the thousands of dollars again to all Stakeholders 

including MRSC to revise it again in the near future, as MRSC is to maintain 15-year land 

supply for residential development and population growth. 

 

I believed Mr Robert Rorke and Minister of Planning Richard Wynne MP visualised that the 

southern development area south of the railway line was Future Investigation and once that 

was investigated then with MRSC already having identified it as a Priority Development site 

then it didn’t need the exaggerated expenses and logistics nightmare again by any 

Stakeholder to then rezone it a second time for development in the future. 

This action also provided a stagged trigger point to initiate the required Connector Road, 

planned in this area to allow the northern development site to remain compliant with the 

2009 Bushfire Royal Commission recommendations that were adopted in the State’s 

planning conditions for new subdivisions in a bushfire prone area. 

 

I believe with the current Coronavirus problem in Melbourne and listening to the feedback 

that metro residents don’t like the fear of high density living anymore. 





 

 

Some examples stated in the Panel hearing and later investigating those Statements, I found 

those requirements to see what they are referring to E.g.  

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 



 

 

  

 
 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 

 

 

 
 

Note in the 2014 Riddells Creek grass fire it was noted that the railway line did not act as a 

firebreak due to several reasons. The main reason by the CFA was that the Significant Native 

Grass Reserve is unmanaged and compromised it acting as a firebreak.  

The grass fire simply jumped the railway line resulting in the fire impeding towards the 

“Riddells Creek Emergency Assembly Area” resulting in the CFA having to take action and all 

evacuators couldn’t flee as the only road from town to south was blocked and all other 

roads had unmanaged vegetation so a wall of CFA Fire Trucks were placed between the 

public evacuates and the fire whilst Fire fighting helicopters were used to control the 

advancing fire to a point the fire trucks could cope. 

As a result of fire and water the railway line at great cost had to be replaced in that area 

causing the daily life for rail commuters to suffer. 

 

So the Railway Line in the Township of Riddells Creek is not deemed a fire break asset and 

needs that infrastructure to be protected 

But from CFA Media residential subdivision is so this implementation my protect the 

Macedon Ranges from fire in the south as if it got in the Macedon Ranges it may not stop till 

it reaches the Murray River 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  





 

 

 
 

  



 

 



 

 

 













If you would prefer, you can upload a written
submission:
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MACEDON RANGES PLANNING SCHEME 
AMENDMENT C126MACR 

SUMMARY 

ZONE CORRECTIONS 

 

COUNCIL OWNED PUBLIC LAND 

TEN (10) BUSHLAND RESERVES AS FOLLOWS: 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ (Public Conservation and Resource Zone) is the most appropriate replacement zone 

for the following Bushland Reserves. 

Change: 

2  Gisborne  Hobbs Road       Mapping Reference 33ZN 

3  Gisborne  Mount Gisborne Bushland Reserve    Mapping Reference 43ZN 

4  Gisborne  Magnet Hill Bushland Reserve    Mapping Reference 36ZN 

5  Kyneton  Bald Hill Bushland Reserve     Mapping Reference 72ZN 

6  Macedon  Barringo Reserve      Mapping Reference 23ZN & 35ZN 

7.  Mount Macedon Stanley Park Reserve      Mapping Reference 27ZN 

9.  Malmsbury  Malmsbury Common Bushland Reserve Nth   Mapping Reference 5ZN  

10  Malmsbury  Malmsbury Common Bushland Reserve Sth   Mapping Reference 5ZN 

11.  Woodend  Browning Street Conservation Reserve   Mapping Reference 24ZN 

17.  Riddells Creek   Sandy Creek Bushland Reserve    Mapping Reference 39ZN 

 

 







without question that with the beginning of
unprecedented urban sprawl impacting every
town and hamlet our community is only now
recognising how vital it is that we obtain
appropriate strategic local planning policies in
place that will protect our environment and the
ten bushland reserves are a good start. 
Council is the representative of the community
and has carriage for reflecting and protecting
our landscape therefore it is appropriate to
recognise and remind our council that they are
the architectures of the watering down of
State Planning Policy No 8 that was
introduced to protect the environmentally
sensitive Macedon Ranges back in 1975.
As residents we must remain vigilant and
remind ourselves, and our representatives of
the values that we hold dear and the high cost
to our environment if they fail to manage our
resources properly.

If you would prefer, you can upload a written
submission:

2 of 2





 

 

MACEDON RANGES PLANNING SCHEME 
AMENDMENT C126MACR 

SUMMARY 

ZONE CORRECTIONS 

 

COUNCIL OWNED PUBLIC LAND 

TEN (10) BUSHLAND RESERVES AS FOLLOWS: 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ (Public Conservation and Resource Zone) is the most appropriate replacement zone 

for the following Bushland Reserves. 

Change: 

2  Gisborne  Hobbs Road       Mapping Reference 33ZN 

3  Gisborne  Mount Gisborne Bushland Reserve    Mapping Reference 43ZN 

4  Gisborne  Magnet Hill Bushland Reserve    Mapping Reference 36ZN 

5  Kyneton  Bald Hill Bushland Reserve     Mapping Reference 72ZN 

6  Macedon  Barringo Reserve      Mapping Reference 23ZN & 35ZN 

7.  Mount Macedon Stanley Park Reserve      Mapping Reference 27ZN 

9.  Malmsbury  Malmsbury Common Bushland Reserve Nth   Mapping Reference 5ZN  

10  Malmsbury  Malmsbury Common Bushland Reserve Sth   Mapping Reference 5ZN 

11.  Woodend  Browning Street Conservation Reserve   Mapping Reference 24ZN 

17.  Riddells Creek   Sandy Creek Bushland Reserve    Mapping Reference 39ZN 

 

 



30 March 2020 

 

To whom it may concern, 

I wish to make the following submission in relation to the Macedon Ranges Shire Council 

Planning Scheme Amendment C126MACR – Zone Correction Bushland Reserves; 

MACEDON RANGES PLANNNING SCHEME 
AMENDMENT C126MACR 
 
SUMMARY  

ZONE CORRECTIONS 

 

 

COUNCIL OWNED PUBLIC LAND 

 

TEN (10) BUSHLAND RESERVES AS FOLLOWS: 

 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ (Public Conservation and Resource Zone) 

is the most appropriate replacement zone for the following Bushland Reserves; 

 

Change: 

 

2 Gisborne Hobbs Road    Mapping Reference 33ZN 

 

3 Gisborne Mount Gisborne Bushland Reserve Mapping Reference 43ZN 

 

4 Gisborne Magnet Hell Bushland Reserve Mapping Reference 36ZN 

 

5 Kyneton Bald Hill Bushland Reserve  Mapping Reference 72ZN 

 

6  Macedon  Barringo Reserve   Mapping Reference 23ZN & 35ZN 

 

7 Mt Macedon Stanley Park Reserve   Mapping Reference 27ZN 

 

9. Malmsbury Malmsbury Common Bushland Reserve Nth  

Mapping Reference 5ZN 

 

10. Malmsbury Malmsbury Common Bushland Reserve Sth 

        Mapping Reference 5ZN 

 

11 Woodend Browning Street Conservation Reserve 

        Mapping Reference 24ZN 
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10 Malmsbury Malmsbury Common Bushland Reserve Sth Mapping Reference 5ZN 

11. Woodend Browning Street Conservation Reserve Mapping Reference 24ZN 

17. Riddells Creek Sandy Creek Bushland Reserve Mapping Reference 39ZN  

MACEDON RANGES PLANNING SCHEME 

AMENDMENT C 126MARC 

EXPLANATORY REPORT 

Planning and Environment Act 1987 

MACEDON RANGES PLANNING SCHEME 

Notice of the preparation of the Amendment 

The Macedon Ranges Shire council has prepared Amendment C126macr to the Macedon Ranges Planning 
Scheme. 

The land affected by this amendment is: 

ZONE CORRECTIONS 

COUNCIL OWNED PUBLIC LAND 
Change Location Proposed 

Rezoning 

Explanation 

 
Gisborne 

  

2 Hobbs Road Rezone from Public 
Use Zone 6 to Public 
Conservation & 
Resource Zone 

The site is a Council owned and managed bushland reserve      
this reserve is to protect biodiversity and provide habitat fo  

DELWP’s Planning and Biodiversity, December 2017 guidan     
reserves established for conservation purposes should be z    
accordance with guideline note, the PCRZ is the appropriat    

Gisborne 
  

3 Mount Gisborne 

Bushland Reserve 

Rezone from Public 
Park Recreation Zone 
to Public  

Conservation 
Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ is the appr

replacement zone 

4 Magnet Hill 

Bushland Reserve 

Rezone from Rural 
Living Zone 2 to 
Public Conservation 
and Resource zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ is the appr

replacement zone  
Kyneton 

  

5 Bald Hill Bushland 
Reserve 

Rezone from Public 
Park and Recreation 
Zone to Public 
Conservation and 
Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ is the appr   
zone 
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Macedon 

  

6 Barringo Reserve Rezone from Public 
Park and Recreation 
Zone to Public 
Conservation and 
Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ is the most  
replacement zone 

Change Location Proposed  

Rezoning 

Explanation 

 
Mount Macedon 

  

7 Stanley Park 

Reserve 

Rezone from Public 
Park and Recreation 
Zone 

to Public 
Conservation and 
Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ is the appr   
zone. 

 
Malmsbury 

  

9 Malmsbury Common 
Bushland Reserve North 

Rezone from Rural 
Living Zone 5 to 

Public Conservation 
and Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ is the most 

Replacement zone 
10 Malmsbury Common 

Bushland Reserve 

South 

Rezone from Public 
Park and Recreation 
Zone to 

Public Conservation 
and Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance note, the PCRZ is the most  
replacement zone 

 
Woodend 

  

11 Browning Street 

Conservation Reserve 

Rezone from Low 
Density Residential 
Zone to Public 
Conservation and 
Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with the guidance notes, the PCRZ is the mos   
replacement zone. 

Change Location Proposed 

Rezoning 

Explanation 

 
Riddells Creek 

  

17 Sandy Creek Bushland 
Reserve 

Rezone from Public 
Use Zone 6 to Public 
Conservation and 
Resource Zone 

As above 

In accordance with guidance note, the PCRZ is the appropri   

 
 
 





 

 

 

 

The Victorian School Building Authority is part of the Department of Education. Your details will be dealt with in accordance with the 

Public Records Act 1973 and the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. Should you have any queries or wish to gain access to your 

personal information held by the Department of Education please contact our privacy officer at the above address.  

 

 

COR2045196 

 

 

Jack Wiltshire 

Strategic Planner 

Macedon Ranges Shire Council 

mrsc@mrsc.vic.gov.au 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Mr Wiltshire, 

 

Thank you for providing the Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA) with the opportunity to 

comment on Amendment C126macr to the Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme (the 

Amendment). 

 

It is noted that the Amendment seeks to correct existing errors and anomalies applying to a 

number of sites and precincts throughout the Shire of Macedon Ranges. Only one site is owned 

by the Minister for Education, namely the Sunbury and Macedon Ranges Specialist School 

Bullengarook campus, located at 705 Bacchus Marsh Road, Bullengarook.  

 

It is noted that the Amendment corrects the zoning that applies to the school site. This is 

currently contained in two zones, with part of Lot 1 on TP339680, 705 Bacchus Marsh Road, 

Bullengarook in a Rural Conservation Zone, Schedule 3. The Amendment will include the whole 

of the school site within the Public Use Zone, Education (PUZ2). No objections are raised to this 

change. 

 

The Amendment also corrects errors applying to sites close to or abutting other Department of 

Education and Training land. These corrections have been reviewed and are considered to be 

inconsequential to the use or operation of the Department of Education and Training sites. No 

objections are raised to these changes.  

 

If you would like further information, you may contact Ms Helen King, Senior Urban Planning 

Analyst, Infrastructure and Planning Branch, Victorian School Building Authority, Department of 

Education and Training, on (03) 7022 2184 or by email: provision.planning@edumail.vic.gov.au 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Erin Giles 

 

Erin Giles 

Acting Director 

Infrastructure and Planning Branch 

Victorian School Building Authority 

31/ 03 /2020 









9) The rear area of the property which is currently not subject to the provisions of HO89, is not 
visible from either High or Mollison Streets. (refer illustration below) 
 

10) There are no identified contributory items or aspects that satisfy any of the state’s heritage 
assessment criteria 
 

11) Council’s own development of adjoining land, together with surrounding properties visible 
from the affected land have extinguished any propensity to implement heritage provisions 
 

12) The 30-year-old heritage study upon which Council relies does not identify, map or list that 
section of affected land 
 

13) Similarly, the study makes no recommendations in relation to the High or Mollison Street 
precincts that are relevant to extending HO89 over the affected section of land 

 

 

 

Issues 

14) In Application, the proposed expansion of HO89 across the northern section of Lot 1,  
TP22292, 39 High Street Kyneton, conflicts with the intent of the Macedon Ranges Planning 
Scheme and the functional provisions of Planning Practice Note PPN-01   
 

15) Council’s stated primary purposes are non-specific and general in nature, noting that Council 
also relies on its statement that; “The Amendment is administrative in nature” and “does 
not directly address any environmental, social or economic effects beyond the general 
improvement in decision-making.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 



16) However, the expansion of the existing polygon would be causal to: 
 

a. reduced aggregated land value 
b. restrictions on the proposed development which benefit the visitor economy 
c. increased costs associated with consultant reports 
d. additional applicant costs in relation to development 
e. additional and onerous obligations in facilitating development applications 
f. increased negative sentiment on the part of potential buyers given Council’s 

reputation for being difficult and problematic in relation to development matters 
 

17) Extending the existing HO89 polygon provides no beneficial outcome whatsoever to any 
heritage, restoration or related objective 
 

18) In the absence of any updated heritage studies, Council relies upon the Kyneton Heritage 
Conservation Study 1990. This study does not recognise the affected land parcel for any 
heritage attributes, rather, it simply refers to the entirety of the High façade streetscape. 
 

19) The study does describe the attributes of nearby Welsh Street by way of a comparison to the 
lesser relevant High Street  
 

20) The Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme schedule in relation to clause 43.1 similarly affirms 
that there are no attributes of significance and demonstrates such in the schedule where no 
controls are required for external façade painting/finishes, internal modifications and other 
requirements. 
 

21) The proposed expansion of HO89 across the curtilage (northern section of Lot 1,  TP22292, 
39 High Street Kyneton) also fails to recognise the principle expressed in Planning Practice 
Note PPN-01  which states: 

“However, there will be occasions where the curtilage and the Heritage Overlay 
polygon should be reduced in size as the land is of no significance. Reducing the 
curtilage and the polygon will have the potential benefit of lessening the number of 
planning permits that are required with advantages to both the landowner and the 
responsible authority.” 

 

Advocacy 

22) That Council reject the Officers’ proposed amendment to HO89 in respect of extending the 
curtilage across the northern section of Lot 1, TP22292, 39 High Street Kyneton 
 

Justification 

23) In the absence of the responsible Council Officers exercising appropriate due diligence and 
adopting what is typically an ‘urban’ perspective, there is no evidence that suggests or 
supports a claim that the land curtilage should be included within Overlay HO89 
 

24) No physical site inspections or consultation has occurred. Communication with Council 
confirmed that Officers have made ‘desktop’ assumptions which are wholly based on; 
(quote) “the trend in most Councils to apply heritage overlays to the whole of properties” 
 



25) The proposed curtilage extension fails to satisfy any of the criteria used to assess the 
heritage value of a place or location 
 

26) The land area has no propensity to be seen or experienced from either High or Mollison 
Streets, therefore there is no propensity for the land to contribute to creation of a heritage 
streetscape, nor is there any propensity for the land to adversely or otherwise affect the 
principal intent of HO89, being the preservation of the High Street streetscape 
 

27) At no stage since the adoption of the Kyneton Heritage Conservation Study 1990 has Council 
facilitated, communicated or deployed controls or guidelines in relation to the High Street 
façade streetscape. 
 

28) The proposed amendment to HO89 (as drawn), fails to properly identify the property 
boundaries of Lot 1,  TP22292, 39 High Street Kyneton and adjoining landholdings.  
 

29) Therefore the amendment seeks to impose heritage overlay controls on sections of other 
land, contrary to council’s stated intent and the recommendations of Planning Practice Note 
PPN-01 
 

30) The inclusion of the curtilage of Lot 1, TP22292, 39 High Street Kyneton is not consistent 
with Section 4(1)(a) of the  of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 which seeks to ensure 
that planning controls are appropriate, accurate and consistent, providing for the fair, 
orderly, economic and sustainable use and development of land.  
 

Observations 

31) While the desires of the Statutory Planner to adopt a view more typical of urbanised 
Councils is noted, this Planning Scheme Amendment has been introduced and placed on 
exhibition without prior communications or consultation.  
 

32) Council had 8 months to undertake, pre-exhibition consultation however: 
 

33) The Officers’ advice that the decision not to engage with affected landowners prior to 
advancing to exhibition was made by Council executives. This demonstrates a concerning 
lack of judgement and respect for the affected landowners. It is also inconsistent with, and 
contrary to Ministerial responses received. 

 
34) Council has been overtly misleading in its assertion that the change is “purely 

administrative.” 

 
35) It is not appropriate that proposed Planning Scheme Amendments are undertaken without 

contemporary studies or reports and without physical site inspections.  
 

36) It is not appropriate for Council to selectively rely upon a small section of a Planning Practice 
Note which is primarily oriented to manage various and complex overlays in high density 
urban areas. It is similarly not acceptable that the ‘balancing’ provisions within the same 
Practice Note are disregarded.  
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7 Taylor Street, Epsom 
Box 3100, Bendigo DC, 3554 

Telephone: 03 5430 4444 
DX 214506 

loddonmallee.planning@delwp.vic.gov.au 

Ref: SP470989 
20200723 mn 

Ms Suzane Becker 
Manager Strategic Planning and Environment 
Macedon Ranges Shire Council 
PO Box 151 
Kyneton  Vic  3444 

Dear Ms Becker 

PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C126 
MRSC: PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT TO CORRECT ERRORS AND ANOMALIES 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS 

Thank you for your letter dated and received on 17 March 2020 about the above planning scheme 
amendment. 

The Amendment involves correction of errors and anomalies in the Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme.  

I provide this response under delegation from the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, the 
Minister administering the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987. 

The following comments from the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) comprise 
the consolidated views of DELWP (excluding the Planning group), and Parks Victoria.  The Planning group 
will provide separate input at the appropriate time. 

The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning wishes to advise that it supports the proposed 
amendment. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Munshi Nawaz on telephone 0429 014 402. 

Yours sincerely 

 
Amanda Johnson 
Program Manager 
Planning and Approvals 

23/07/2020 

cc: mrsc@mrsc.vic.gov.au   
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